
WE MAKE
EVERYTHING

CLEAN
MANCHESTER — LIVERPOOL — COVENTRY — BIRMINGHAM

Commercial and Domestic Cleaning Experts

🌐 www.cleaning.globallifelines.co.uk



It all started with a simple vision to
transform chaotic spaces into havens of
serenity. Armed with a passion for order
and a toolbox full of eco-friendly magic,
we founded Global Lifelines Cleaning
Services.

Manchester's bustling streets were our
training ground, Liverpool's vibrant
energy fuelled our ambition, and
Coventry's historic charm inspired our
meticulous attention to detail.
Birmingham's diverse households taught
us the value of customization, leading us
to craft cleaning plans as unique as your
fingerprints.

Evans Benson ACA, MBA
General Manager/Director

Our mission extends beyond sparkling floors and gleaming surfaces, We believe in
the transformative power of a clean haven.

Our Service comes with a Sparkle: From the friendly booking call to the meticulous
clean, we treat your home or workspaces with the respect it deserves. Our team of
professionals are reliable, and always a smile away. We don't just clean, we
transform spaces into sanctuaries of cleanliness.

Across Manchester, Liverpool, Coventry, or Birmingham We're just a call away,
ready to make your home or office sparkle from the inside out!

Our Story Transforming Spaces to Sparkling Oasis

WELCOME TO
GLOBAL LIFELINES CLEANING SERVICES

🌐 www.cleaning.globallifelines.co.uk ☎ 01613883549

Some of Our Clients
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Office
Cleaning

Domestic
Cleaning

Apartment
Cleaning

Commercial
Cleaning

One-off
Cleaning

End of Tenancy
Cleaning

Carpet
Cleaning

Deep
Cleaning

🌐 www.cleaning.globallifelines.co.uk

SERVICE OVERVIEW

📧 cleaning@globallifelines.co.uk

☑ Unparalleled Expertise

☑ Tailored Solutions

☑ Reliable and Trustworthy

☑ Eco-Friendly Practices

☑ Transparent Pricing

☑ Customer Satisfaction

“They did an incredible job cleaning
my mother-in-law’s home. We booked
a deep clean and the two ladies
worked hard for hours to get it
sparkling and smelling amazing - just
the pick-me-up she needed after
being in hospital. We’ve now booked
fortnightly cleans for her and she’s
looking forward to them. Thank you!” 

Cathy D

Client's ReviewsOur Benefits

Regular
Cleaning

☑ Fully Insured

☑ Health & Safety Compliant

Peace of Mind Guarantee: As trustworthy, and insured cleaners, we consistently
deliver high-quality results. We communicate openly, so you are always informed
and in control.

Some of Our Clients
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Before After

Cleaners who understand: We listen to your needs and preferences,
tailoring our approach to your home.
Transparent pricing: No hidden fees – just a clear quote upfront.
Meticulous attention to detail: From sparkling surfaces to dust-free
corners, we leave your home spotless.
Open communication: We keep you informed and involved
throughout the process.

Ready to breathe easy in a clean and personalized haven?
Contact us today for a free consultation and quote. 
Brenda Phillips
Service Manager

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE:

Your Home, Perfectly Cleaned

Ditch the one-size-fits-all cleans! We curate personalized plans that match your
unique lifestyle. Imagine a living room free of dust (even behind electronics!),
sparkling with warmth. Picture a kitchen with gleaming appliances, spotless
surfaces, and organized cabinets – your culinary playground awaits. In your
bedrooms, high shelves and baseboards get the attention they deserve, creating
serene sanctuaries alongside sparkling bathrooms. Pet-friendly? We use safe
products and cater to your furry family members.

TRACK RECORD
RESIDENTIAL 

🌐 www.cleaning.globallifelines.co.uk
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Astley View Care Home in Chorley: 

Astley View Care Home, a brand new 90-bed facility, entrusted us with their crucial
after-build clean. Responding promptly, we conducted a thorough risk assessment
and swiftly mobilized our team and materials to the site. Within just two weeks,
we delivered a spotless finish, ensuring a pristine and hygienic environment for
residents and staff alike.

TRACK RECORD 
COMMERCIAL 

Client Review

We recently hired Global Lifelines Cleaning Services to clean up a care home at Strawberry Fields.
They were extremely professional and attentive, arriving with smiles on their faces every day. We
were thoroughly impressed with their service and would highly recommend them.

Design Manager, STUBBS Construction

STUBBS Construction Limited 
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LA Property Discovery,
Manchester's premier
property company, entrusts
us to keep their diverse
portfolio gleaming. From
meticulous end-of-tenancy
cleans to post-renovation
after-builder cleans, we
ensure every space shines. 

We handle communal areas, tackle stubborn grime with deep cleans, and address
specific needs with spot cleans.

Attention to Detail:  By using HEPA filters or microfiber cloths for improved
allergy control., expect dust-free workstations, sparkling windows, germ-free
surfaces, and pristine restrooms. We even tackle hard-to-reach areas like air vents
and light fixtures. 

Manchester's Sparkling Gem: 

TRACK RECORD 
COMMERCIAL 

I am pleased with the
excellent service from Global
Lifelines Cleaning Services
and would use them again.

Jadine P

Clients' Reviews

The cleaning of the entire
house…. especially my kitchen
was on spot. The cleaner
surpassed my expectations..👍

Glory

Global Lifeline UK are very
reliable, dependable and
consistent and I will
recommend them always.

Victoria

LA Property Discovery Limited 
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Joseph Holt, Manchester's iconic brewery, entrusted us with the crucial task of a
deep clean for their facility. We delivered, exceeding expectations and earning
their ongoing trust for daily cleaning services thus maintaining the standard of
cleanliness at 100%.

Brewing Excellence, Sparkling Cleanliness:

TRACK RECORD 
COMMERCIAL 

Clients' Reviews

Thank you, Global Lifelines Cleaning Services, for the excellent job you've done with the deep
clean of our office. Everyone has been really helpful, and we greatly appreciate your efforts.

Staff at Joseph Holt Brewery

Joseph Holt PLC
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Suite 1, 27 Bridgeman Terrace, Wigan, WN1 1TD

cleaning@globallifelines.co.uk
www.cleaning.globallifelines.co.uk

07508136207 
01613883549 

Contact Us

https://www.instagram.com/globallifelinescleaning/
https://www.facebook.com/people/Global-Lifelines-Cleaning/100089682304217/
http://www.twitter.com/globallifelines
https://www.tiktok.com/@globallifelinescleaning
https://www.google.com.ng/search?ibp=gwp%3B0%2C7&q=Global+Lifelines+Healthcare&ludocid=4000533363992821872&localrlb=1&lsig=AB86z5UIn3kDAeKsoMKotNlXpTO5#lpg=cid:CgIgAQ%3D%3D
https://www.linkedin.com/company/global-lifelines/
https://healthcare.globallifelines.co.uk/
http://www.cleaning.globallifelines.co.uk/

